EVO3 Ascension
Ascension takes IsoTek’s power cable designs and technical innovations to a new
level. This unique design consists of deep cryogenically treated silver plated Ohno
continuous cast copper conductors, wrapped in a dielectric of air, with partial
FEP contact, before a further extruded FEP sleeve seals the construction. Each of
these individual conductor assemblies are wrapped in Mylar with a further OFC
shield before being given a slight rotational twist with FEP tubes of air. Ascension
drops the noise floor to an inky black level, opens the soundstage with holographic
images, air and space and unparalleled micro dynamics. Astonishing.
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1.	Pure silver plated ultra
pure Ohno continuous
cast copper for exceptional
conductivity
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2.	4sqmm conductors give
higher amperage improving
power delivery
3.	Thick conductor strands group improve
performance
4.	Virtual Air Dielectric (VDA) bridge gives
ultimate dielectric performance
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5.	Sealed Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene
(FEP/Teflon) tube seals VDA and maintains
high performance
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Specifications:
Conductor size: 3 x 4.0sqmm
Conductor material: Silver plated
Ohno continuous cast copper (OCC)
Conductor treatment: Deep Cryogenic
-196 degrees C
Dielectric: Air with partial Fluorinated
Ethylene Propylene (FEP) contact

6.	Deep cryogenic conductor treatment
(-196ºC) improves conductor potential

Filler: Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene
(FEP) tubes of air

7.	Individual conductor screening reduces
magnetic discharge between conductors

PVC barrier: Mylar / OFC braid

8.	Mylar wrap improves Common Mode noise
rejection and maintains cable structure

Capacitance:

9.	Oxygen free copper braid increases
Common Mode (RFI) noise rejection
10.	FEP air tubes enhance assembly and
maximise dielectric constance
11.	Paper wrap gives barrier and maintains
cable structure
12.	Flexible PVC jacket

Outer Jacket High flexibility PVC
Propagation:
PLUG / Connector Illustrations:
Power Rating: 16 Amp
Initium

Cable Length: 2.0m standard
(custom lengths available)
Outer Diameter: 17.5mm
Termination: Silver plated OFC
audiophile-grade connectors

Suitability:
Premier & Sequel

Suitable for all high, to extreme
high-end audio components, CD
players, DACs, preamps, tuners,
Blu-ray players, music servers, power
amplification, active loudspeaker
systems and subwoofers

“An ultimate state of the art power cable
recommended for all high-end audio
and audio visual systems.”

Plug
options
Elite, Optimum & Ascension

